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Part I: Scaling Applications 
A well-designed web application needs to be able to support multiple users accessing the 

system simultaneously. Its ability to do so is referred to as its scalability. Optimally, your 

application will "scale" to provide an acceptable response time for each concurrent user that 

accesses the system. While no system can scale infinitively, an application should degrade in 

proportion to the number of concurrent users, rather than quickly degrading with only a few 

users added. To measure scalability, you need to perform load testing, where in an automated 

program simulates concurrent user sessions with use-case scripts.  

 

The key areas that can affect scalability include: 

 Network infraturesucture 

 Database performance 

 Server hardware 

 Configuration of the ColdFusion server 

 Source code efficiency under load 

 

The primary areas the application developer can generally address the final two, the 

configuration of the ColdFusion server and the efficiency of source code. To a lesser degree, 

depending on how your shop is set up, you can also manage some database performance 

issues. 

 

Scalability issues are solved by minimizing the amount of work that needs to occur on any 

user-drive page request by having the system perform as little runtime work as possible. This 

may involve doing additional work before or after the request, such as through the use of 

caching to reduce frequency of data or business logic access, threading of long running 

processes, and scheduling long running/processor intensive tasks to run during off-peak hours. 

 

The first step in insuring an application is highly scalable is to identify areas within the 

codebase that are slow performing compared to the rest of the application and code that will 

produce unexpected results if it is executed simultaneously by multiple users.  To isolate these 

issues: 
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 Utilize the metrics available in the ColdFusion debugging output and logging to find poor 

performing pages 

 Use the <cftimer> and GetTickCount() functions to isolate performance of specific 

chunks of code 

 Use ColdFusion 8's server monitor in conjunction with third-party load testing tools to 

see how the application and its infrastructure perform under heavy loads and to identify 

where hiccups occur 

Identifying Bottlenecks 

The first line of defense for identifying a slow-loading page, component, and/or query is the 

ColdFusion debug output. When you are in the development environment, make sure 

debugging information is enabled in the ColdFusion administrator, and that, at minimum, the 

following items are checked: 

 Report Execution Times: displays the execution times, in milliseconds, for every module 

called during a ColdFusion request; this helps identify poor performing modules 

 Database Activity: displays all queries and stored procedures that executed as part of 

the request, including their execution times and rows returned; this both identifies poor 

performing queries but also those that may be returning unexpected record sets 

 Timer Information: required to use the <cftimer> tag 

 

Within the development environment, you should strive to have any request execute in under 

500 ms. In the production environment, all debugging information should be turned off, as it will 

degrade performance. 

 
Figure 1: Report Execution Times output on a ColdFusion web page 
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<cftimer> 

The <cftimer> tag allows you to measure the execution time for specified chunks of code. You 

can have multiple <cftimer> tags activated within a request, using its label attribute to 

differentiate between the various blocks. The only other attribute the <cftimer> tag has it the 

type attribute, which indicates how to display the timing information. It accepts four possible 

values: 

1. inline - displays the timing information inline with generated HTML 

2. outline - similar to inline, except it puts a border around the output generated by the 

timed code using the <fieldset> HTML tag 

3. comment - displays the timing information within HTML comment tags, requiring you to 

use a view source to see it 

4. debug - displays the timing information within the debug output 

 

In this example, we are ascertaining how long it takes to run a query and display it with cftable. 

<cftimer label="Time to Query and Display GetMovies"> 

 <cfquery name="GetMovies" datasource="#application.dsn#"> 

  SELECT movieid, title, dateentered, comments, disccount, format, 
runtime, vc_series.series, upc 

  FROM vc_movies LEFT JOIN vc_series ON vc_movies.series = 
vc_series.seriesid 

  ORDER BY vc_series.series, title 

 </cfquery> 

 

 <cftable query="GetMovies" colheaders="yes" htmltable="no"> 

  <cfcol header="<strong>Title</strong>" align="left" 
text="#title#" /> 

  <cfcol header="<strong>Series</strong>" align="left" 
text="#series#" /> 

  <cfcol header="<strong>Format</strong>" align="left" 
text="#format#" /> 

  <cfcol header="<strong>Run Time</strong>" align="left" 
text="#runtime#" /> 

  <cfcol header="<strong>Recorded</strong>" align="center" 
text="#DateFormat(dateentered, "yyyy-mm-dd")#" /> 

 </cftable> 

</cftimer> 

Load testing 

In order to understand the scalability of your applications, they must be tested with multiple, 

simultaneous clients. There are varieties of load testing tools available that enable you to 
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generate such requests. The tests use specific representative paths through the application 

that represent typical use cases. As your test progresses, gradually increases the number of 

"virtual users" to see what kind of response times and throughput occurs. Obviously, no 

application is infinitely scalable; however, you want to ensure your application can, at 

minimum, scale to meet the needs of your user base. Testing should continue until the server 

breaks or you have reached an intolerable response time, to get a full indication of the kind of 

load your application can handle. Load testing is not built into ColdFusion server, so you will 

need to investigate available third-party applications on your own to find the best tool for your 

applications and budget.  

ColdFusion Server Monitor 

ColdFusion 8 includes a Flex-based server monitor GUI that helps you quickly identify 

common problems, like memory leaks, poorly performing pages, and slow queries, take a 

"snapshot" of performance that will output memory status, load, and detailed information on 

current threads, and configure alerts to take correct action or send automatic notifications 

when problem thresholds are reached. To start the monitor, you need to log in to the 

ColdFusion administrator and go to the Server Monitoring page, then click Launch Server 

Monitor, which will open it in a new window. 

 

Before the monitor will begin capturing statistics, you must tell it do so by telling it what to start. 

You can choose one or all of the following options by clicking the buttons at the top of the 

window. 

 Start Monitoring - Starts the process of gathering information about requests and 

generates several critical reports, including slowest requests, active sessions, and 

cumulative server usage. 

 Start Profiling - Gathers information about how long queries and requests take, which 

airs in locating bottlenecks; you can drill into poorly performing requests and memory 

hogs to find where and possibly why it is misbehaving. 

 Start Memory Tracking - Tracks over all memory usage, including breakdowns of how 

much is being used by queries, sessions, and shared memory scopes - this can be 

resource intensive and negatively impact performance so only turn it on while you are 

actively reviewing it 
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When you open the server monitor, you will see the "Executive Dashboard" which has the 

three buttons mentioned above and several tabs. On the Overview tab, which is the first you'll 

see, there are six summary sections about the server: average response time, requests per 

second, slowest active requests, alerts, last error, and request/query/JVM reports. If you click 

on any of these, you can bring up information that is more detailed. You can also access the 

detailed reports by clicking the Statistics tab. 

 

The Statistics tab gives you access to a wealth of statistical reports grouped into four sections: 

Request Statistics, Memory Usage, Database, and Errors. 

 

Of particular interest to a developer when trying to diagnose server instability is the Memory 
Usage Summary. As ColdFusion can only utilize a limited amount of memory, and process 

that consumes an inordinate amount for an extended period can cause havoc on the server as 

it can lose the ability process requests efficiently, or even kill it all together. Any code that 

generates unusually large, persistent memory requests should be eliminated before an 

application goes live. From this report, you can also Run GC - which will force a "garbage 

collection" where in JVM will attempt to reclaim memory spaces no longer being used so it can 

be reallocated to other tasks. 

 
Figure 2: Memory Usage Summary report - the two sections operate independently so you can review 

separate time spans; in the top, you can see the before and after usage after doing a Run GC command. 
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Another important report to look at is the Most Frequently Run Queries report, which 

identifies pages with the most number of queries being executed. It will not show you the 

specific SQL, but it will give you the line numbers and templates where the requests can be 

found. Cache queries with high execution counts and high execution times when possible to 

improve performance. 

 
Figure 3: Most Frequently Run Queries Report 

 

The Slowest Requests report, as you might guess, displays long-running requests on your 

server. Pages with high responses times generally indicate that the application has a 

bottleneck. You may be able to improve the performance of these poorly performing pages by 

implementing aggressive caching or adjusting your business logic to execute more efficiently. 

 
Figure 4: Slowest Requests Report 

There are, of course, many other reports within the monitor that you may find useful. If you are 

using threading, for example, the Active ColdFusion Threads report will not only let you see the 

threads running, but manually kill any that are hogging server resources. With almost all of the 

reports, if you double click a line item, you can pull up even more detailed information. 
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se. 

xpensive is trough the use of caching, which can reduce the frequency 

of execution and the number of queries that need to be run. We can cache individual queries 

ugh query-based caching in the <cfquery tag>, and 

e session, application, or server scope. Query-based caching is used 

to cache a particular query for a specific period of time. You do this by adding one of two 

ext time the query is called, the cache will refresh. Notice that we use the CreateTimeSpan() 

 SELECT movieid, title, dateentered, comments, disccount, format 

 FROM vc_movies 

 

With c pecific time of day for which a cache should be used. For 

examp now that most of our database writes will happen between midnight and 2 

m, so we set the attribute to use cached queries starting at 2 am. So from midnight until two, 

y>  

Utilizing Caching 

One of the most expensive tasks in most web applications is interacting with the databa

One way to offset this e

themselves, or cache entire page results. 

Caching Recordsets 

There are two ways to cache a query - thro

by storing the query in th

attributes to the <cfquery> tag: cachedwithin or cachedafter. 

 

With the cachedwithin attribute, you can specify a specific time frame a query should be 

cached for. In this example, we cache the query for six hours. Once that time has passed, the 

n

function to indicate the length of time. Its arguments are days, hours, minutes, seconds, in that 

order. 

<cfquery name="GetMovies" datasource="#application.dsn#" 
cachedwithin="#CreateTimeSpan(0,6,0,0)#"> 

 ORDER title 

</cfquery> 

achedafter, you specify a s

le, here we k

a

the queries are not cached at all. With cachedafter we utilize the CreateDateTime() function, 

which takes the arguments of year, month, day, hour, minutes, seconds, in that order. 

<cfquery name="GetMovies" datasource="#application.dsn#" 
cachedafter="#CreateDateTime(Year(now()), Month(Now()), Day(Now()), 2, 0, 
0)#"> 

 SELECT movieid, title, dateentered, comments, disccount, format 

 FROM vc_moviesd 

 ORDER BY title 

</cfquer
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If you need to flush the cache of a query behind its time is up, you can do so by just changing 

all of the arguments in the CreateTimeSpan() or CreateDateTime() to zero. Just make the 

uery itself, including the query name, datasource, and query string, is the same as the original 

 

 dramatically enhance performance, is simple to implement, and is 

well suited for use with dynamic queries. However, depending on your specific usage, you will 

onsume an unknown, and potentially fatal, amount of memory. It is recommended that query 

 

xactly 

e same, down to the spacing, you should try to centralize query calls within reusable CFC 

me to your query 

all. You can then reuse the query throughout your application, with the queries timing out only 

Cachi

As the utput n dependent on query results, you may find there are times 

where you can cache not only the query results, but also the entire generated output from the 

q

cached query. You can also flush all of the cached queries in your application at once by using

the <cfobjectcache> tag 

<cfobjectcache action="clear" /> 

 

Query-based caching can

c

based caching be used only if your query's execution time exceeds 16 milliseconds. 

 

A cached query can be referenced by any query that uses all of the same information, however

as the values must be the same, including casing, and the SQL statements must be e

th

methods. If any of the information differs, the cached query will not be used. 

 

Queries can also be stored in a persistent scope, such as session, application, or any other 

server-scoped memory variable. This is done simply by prefixing the scope na

c

when the applicable score times out (or the server is restarted). If you need to refresh the 

query contents, just use the same query name as before. If you instantiate the query into a 

variable that is globally scoped in a CFC, and the CFC is instantiated in the  Application scope, 

then the query will also be implicitly cached. 

<cfquery name="Application.WordCheck" datasource="globaltables"> 

 SELECT word 

 FROM words 

 ORDER BY word 

</cfquery> 

ng Pages 

 o  of a page is ofte
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here are also two ways to do this, using memory-based caching and using 

ion 

 use the <cf_accelerate> tag created by Ben 

urcell.1 This tag should be made globally available on your server to ensure it is accessible 

ticle.teaser#<br /><br /> 

</cf_acc

By default, the tag w tent for a period of 15 minutes, storing it in 

persistent server memory. You can customize this by changing the cachedwithin attribute of 

the tag, using the same  function as you do for the normal query caching. 

e 

es using the 

oldFusion scheduler, and create custom algorithms for generating cached output using the 

 

ting the browser-based cache timeout value in the http header. It 

ill create new cache files based on the requested URL, including any URL variables. For 

cached data set. T

disk-based caching. It is considered best practice to use memory-based caching over disk-

based, but keep in mind memory utilization as caching too much data can degrade overall 

system performance and cause instability.  

 

However, memory-based page caching is not natively available in ColdFusion, through vers

8. To utilize it, you will need to download and

P

by any application. The simplest implementation is to just wrap the content you want cached 

with the <cf_accelerate></cf_accelerate> tags. 

<cf_accelerate> 

<cfset qArticle = Application.Article.Get(url.articleid) /> 

<cfoutput query="qArticle"> 

#qarticle.title#<br /> 

#qar

</cfoutput> 

elerate> 

ill cache the requested con

CreateTimeSpan()

Check the tag documentation for further attributes/customization options. 

 

Disk-based caching is utilized using the built-in <cfcache> tag. With this tag, you can cache th

entire page, or large checks, to disk, periodically generate static HTML pag

C

async gateway or the like. 

 

This tag enables you to store the generated contents either on the server as a temp file, or on

the client's computer by set

w

example,  http://localhost/index.cfm will be stored in a distinct cache file from 

http://localhost/index.cfm?whichone=1.  

                                            
1 Download Page: http://www.bpurcell.org/blog/index.cfm?mode=entry&ENTRY=963 

http://localhost/index.cfm
http://localhost/index.cfm?whichone=1
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he operation 

ts, however subsequent requests to the cached page 

ill generally execute with exceptionally smaller overhead. 

 

When you initially build cache files, there is a significant performance cost as t

requires both disk writing and http reques

w

 

<cfcache> accepts several optional attributes: 
Attribute Default Description 

Action Cache Accepts five possible actions: 

 cache - perform caching 

 flush - refresh cached page(s) 

che - cache to browser only 

erver only (not 

 clientca

 servercache - cache to s

recommended) 

 optimal - same as cache 

Directory Cf_root/cache Absolute path of location to store cache 

Timespan Expires only when flush 

action is performed as .25 for 6 hours, or 1.5 for 

value from 

Interval for storing pages; accepts a decimal 

number for days (such 

one and a half days) or a return 

CreateTimeSpan() 

expireURL Flush all cached pages URL reference to match against mappings for

flushing cache 

 

Username   Username for page authentication, if needed

Password  uthentication, if needed Password for page a

Port Current port Port the server is running on if not the current 

Protocol Current protocol https:// Either http:// or 

 

If plac  the top o cache will cac g a page 

for 15  Note n error oc sed. If the page is already 

isplaying the error, it will be included in the cache. 

rform its caching, making it less efficient 

for cac  smaller memory footprint. 

herefore, while best practice is to use <cf_accelerate>, if you are caching large volumes of 

pages, you may find that <cfcache> is the better candidate. 

ed at f a page, cf he the entire page. Here we are cachin

 minutes. : if a ColdFusio curs, it will be suppres

d

<cfcache timeout="#CreateTimeSpan(0,0, 15,0)#" /> 

 

<cfcache> relies on disk and http mechanisms to pe

hing entire page contents, however it does require a much

T
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ur CFMs to have optimal 

ly scalable due to the lack of need for any real server-side 

processing. Of course, such an approach does limit interactivity. Alternatively, a hybrid 

Custom Caching Mechanisms 

Of course, the ideal solution that results in the most efficient approach often involves a 

combination of all of these caching mechanisms, including your own custom algorithms. For 

example, you may want to generate static HTML files from yo

scalability, as they are almost infinite

approach may be used, where the majority of pages are rendered statically, while small errors 

execute on each request. In the end, you need to customize a strategy that works best for your 

application. As to do so, keep these points in mind: 

1. Does the information presented need to updated on each request? Caching results for 

even a short period on high-traffic sites can yield big performance returns. 

2. There is always a performance cost for cache misses; cffile, cfhttp, and cfdirectory are 

all performance bottlenecks versus other ColdFusion tags. 

3. Query caching and <cf_accelerate> consume server memory, which is not an infinite 

resource; as you apply caching techniques, carefully monitor your memory usage. 

4. As you are testing you application, make sure you are using representative data sets, 

as the cost and relative benefits of query-based caching will grow as the data volume 

grows. 

5. Caching mechanism outside the realm of ColdFusion are also available, such as the 

third-party service Akamai, which provides content caching and used by almost every 

massively trafficked site on the Internet. 

Threading 

Certain constructs are, by their very nature, resource intensive and/or time consuming. 

Architecturing your code to execute asynchronously, i.e. executing them independently of the

request that instantiates them, can improve perf

 

ormance. With asynchronous processes, a 

eive an immediate notification that a process has started, but the page result is 

not left waiting for the process to complete. The async process cannot generally generate any 

user might rec

output to the user, so they are typically logged to a file, an email notification sent, or something 

written to the database. 
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re: 

 Full-text indexing with Verity 

 that do not return values, such as updates or deletes 

al servers: <cfhttp>, <cfftp>, <cffeed>, and <cfdirectory> 

 and 

ggregating content from tasks that can execute in parallel, such 

lt action 

, which instantiates a new thread. The only required parameter 

r this action is the thread name. 

ion-specific attributes> 

[Code to run] 

 

Here we are using a separate thread to rebuild the content managed pages within a CMS run 

site: 

on="run" name="rebuildpages"> 

 qPages = Application.Pages.Get() /> 

</cfloop> 

</cfthre

 

<cfthread> ca orarily stop the execution of a thread (action=sleep), 

join code into an existing thread (join), or te

restrict the number of threads allowed in the ColdFusion administrator on the Request Tuning 

ColdFusion 8 makes it easy to fork your page execution into two or more simultaneously 

executing tasks using the new <cfthread> tag. Some tasks that generally are good candidates 

for utilizing new threads a

 Bath file processing, such as using <cfzip> 

 Creations of presentations being cached to disk with <cfpresentation> 

 Database transactions

 Processes that rely on extern

over a network drive 

 Operations that require a large amount of file input/output using <cffile>

<cfdirectory>  

 

It can also be helpful when a

as merging content from simultaneous <cfhttp> and/or <cffeed> requests. The defau

for the <cfthread> tag is "run"

fo

<cfthread 

name="thread name" 

action="run (default)" 

priority="NORMAL|HIGH|LOW" 

zero or more applicat

</cfthread>

<cfthread acti

<cfset

<cfloop query="qPages"> 

<cfset Application.Pages.RebuildPage(qPages.PageID) /> 

ad> 

n spawn new threads, temp

rminate a running thread (terminate). You can 
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age. You want to ensure that each spawned process has enough CPU attention to finish 

ue 

n a thread is 

pawned, ColdFusion makes a deep copy of all of the attribute variables before passing them 

. 

accessed or modified outside the thread and only exists for the life of the thread. 

ll threads it may 

 

 

 

 configured, you may not have access to 

that 

ll threads in a page share the Variables scope, so utilize locking to prevent deadlocks and 

thread. 

P

processing in a timely fashion. In the event code spawned does not complete, such as having 

an infinite loop, deadlock condition, or non-responding third-party site, the thread will contin

to execute. So monitor threads within the ColdFusion Administrator's Server Monitor to keep 

watch over any poor performers and kill any that are bogging down the server. 

 

Page-level code (code outside any cfthread tags) already executes in its own thread, referred 

to as the page thread. A page thread is the only thread that can create other threads. Your 

threads cannot create child threads (i.e. you cannot nest <cfthread> tags). Whe

s

to the thread, so that the values are independent of the values of any corresponding variables 

in other threads, including the page thread. This ensures that the values remain thread safe

 

Within a thread, there are three distinct variables scopes available to you.  

 The thread-local scope applies to any variable defined within the <cfthread> block 

(similar to the Variables scope, but explicit to the thread). This scope cannot be 

 The Thread scope, which is available to both the invoking page and a

have spawned. They are accessed with Thread.variable or threadname.variable. Its

data remains available until the invoking page and all of its threads have finished

processing. 

 The Attributes scope, which refers to any variables that were passed in through the tag

invocation; all threads in a page share the variables, application, and server scopes 

 

Note: depending on how your ColdFusion server is

the CGI and Request scopes in threads. These scopes are only available if you are using the 

built-in ColdFusion web server or if ColdFusion is running as a J2EE application. Also note 

a

race conditions between threads. 

 

The Thread scope contains a number of variables that are useful in determining the status of a 
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Variable Description 

Thread.elapsedtime Number of seconds thread has been executing 

Thread.error Structure containing information about any errors that have occurred 

within the thread block 

Thread.name The name of the thread as specified when it was invoked 

Thread.output ntent generated by a thread Output any co

Thread.priority Thread processing priority, as set when it was invoked 

Thread.starttime Time the thread was spawned 

Thread.status  thread. Returns either Not_Started, Running, The current status of the

Terminated, Completed, Waiting 

 

For a simple example o  a large loop 

e in . 

d name

<cfloop > 

 <cfoutput>t:#i#<br></cfoutput> 

</cfloop> 

ompleted'"></cfloop> 

lapsedTime#ms and generated the 

</cfou

 

You may have a set of processes that you want to run asynchronously, but control ultimately 

retain to the c  

may want to join multiple feed requests to execute in parallel, but return their information 

interactively to the calling page. This is dong using the join action of <cfthread>. 

<cfthread 

f threading and using these status, here we are running

and putting the pag  a wait status while it completes

<cfthrea ="mythread" action="run"> 

from="1" to="100000" index="i"

</cfthread> 

<cfloop condition="mythread.status is not 'C

<cfoutput> 

The thread completed in #mythread.e

following output:<br /> 

#mythread.output# 

tput> 

alling page once all have completed in order to output a combined result. You

action="join" 

name="thread1,thread2,....thread n" 

[optional] 

timeout="timeout in ms" /> 
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Here, for example, we are pulling in three related RSS feeds and having them execute 

concurrently in separate threads, then outputting their content when all three are done. 

<cfset

<cfset aRSSFeeds[1] = "http://feeds.feedburner.com/HarvestEatingPodcast"> 

"RSS#i#" theFeed = "#aRSSFeeds[i]#"> 

fthr

rraylen(aRSSFeeds)#" index="j"> 

et theThread = evaluate("RSS" & j)> 

 <cfoutput query="theThread.qRSS"> 

rget > 

You ca  sleep action. This is 

typically deployed in instances where a primary thread is dependent on a secondary thread to 

complete. It essentially performs the same function as the Sleep() function, and it set with a 

duratio onds. While the thread is asleep, it will continue to count against the limited 

ck 

ads every n seconds, which 

ltimately decides if it should terminate a thread. Note: when you spawn multiple threads, they 

 aRSSFeeds = arraynew(1)> 

<cfset aRSSFeeds[2] = "http://rss.allrecipes.com/daily.aspx?hubID=80"> 

<cfset aRSSFeeds[3] = "http://rss.allrecipes.com/daily.aspx?hubID=84"> 

<cfloop from="1" to="#arraylen(aRssFeeds)#" index="i"> 

 <cfthread action="run" name=

  <cffeed action="read" source="#theFeed#" name="stdata" 
properties="stproperties" query="thread.qRSS"> 

 </cfthread> 

</cfloop> 

<!--- join them with an 8 second timeout ---> 

<c ead action="join" name="RSS1,RSS2,RSS3" timeout="8000" /> 

 

<cfloop from="1" to="#a

 <cfs

 <cfif IsDefined("thethread.qRSS")> 

  <cfwindow title="#theThread.qRSS.title#" name="w#j#" 
initShow="true"> 

 

   <a href="#theThread.qRSS.RSSLink#" 
ta ="_blank">#theThread.qRSS.Title#</a><br /

  </cfoutput> 

  </cfwindow> 

 </cfif> 

</cfloop> 

n temporarily pause the execution of a thread by implementing the

n in millisec

number of simultaneous threads stipulated in the administrator. 

 

You may also need to end the processing of a hung thread, or if you have detected a deadlo

condition. To do this, you use the terminate action. For this to work, of course, you need to 

have a monitoring thread that is checking the status of other thre

u

should not execute shared resources, such as an FTP connection, simultaneously, and be 

sure you use <cflock> where appropriate to isolate potential race conditions. 
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<cfthr run"> 

<cfset time 

<cfloo ="true"> 

ependentthread.status is "RUNNING" and time ge 10000> 

 name="dependentThread"/> 

ak> 

</cfif

</cflo

</cfthread> 

 

In this example, we have a thread called dependantThread being monitored by a monitoring 

thread, which terminates the dependant if it takes more than 10 seconds to execute. 

<cfthread name="dependentThread" action="run"> 

<cfloop condition="true"> 

<!--- infinite loop ---> 

</cfloop> 

</cfthread> 

ead name="monitor" action="

= 0> 

p condition

<cfif d

<cfthread action="terminate"

<cfbre

<cfelse> 

<cfset time += 500> 

<cfset sleep(500)> 

> 

op> 
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Best Practices and Reminders 
1. Scalability refers to how well your application handles simultaneous requests, 

performance refers to the overall responsiveness of the application, and robustness 
deals with how easily bugs can be fixed and new features added. 

2. Before launching production applications, make sure your ColdFusion server is tuned 
using the configuration settings. Its stability and performance is highly dependant on the 
characteristics of the Java Virtual machine and your database drivers. 

3. You can use a variety of tools to identify bottlenecks, including the debug output, Server 
Monitor, and third=party load testing tools and services. 

4. You can cache queries in server memory using cachedwithin/cachedafter, or in various 
server memory scopes by prepending the scope name to the query name. 

5. You can cache generated content using <cf_accelerate> and <cfcache> 

6. Caching methodologies should be developed on a per application basis, keeping in 
mind available server resources, application needs, and mixing available caching 
techniques for an optimum result. 

7. You can significantly affect performance by creating asynchronous processes with 
<cfthread> 
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